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Hard-working Warehouse Receiving Associate, looking to apply my education and 
experience to a job in warehousing. High-energy focused on promoting company 
satisfaction through exceptional service and maintaining outstanding 
accommodations. To obtain an entry level position that will provide the 
opportunity for me to make a strong contribution by incorporating my varied skills
and abilities in the working environment.

FEBRUARY 2010 – PRESENT 
WAREHOUSE RECEIVING ASSOCIATE - ABC CORPORATION

 Assisting customers with finding the right tools and materials to complete their 
project.

 Placing, maintaining, and completing special orders and will call using the 
enhanced ordering system.

 Setup, re-merchandising and custom building displays for new Ad sets to 
maintain a fresh, shoppable environment.

 Maintaining hazardous waste cleanup and disposal procedures outlined by 
company and state guidelines.

 Gathering shopping carts and baskets and ensuring that they are in good 
working order.

 Reporting any damages to shelves, carts or baskets to the supervisor on an 
immediate basis.

 Assisting customers shopping during night hours by providing them with 
product information by accompanying customers to shelves and providing them
with price information.

OCTOBER 2006 – NOVEMBER 2007 
SUPPORT/RECEIVING ASSOCIATE - ABC CORPORATION

 Engaged customers in a courteous, helpful, and respectful manner, promptly 
and politely responded to customer inquiries and customer requests for support.

 Responsible for taking customer orders, picking/retrieving the items, packaging 
and then shipping the items to customers in a timely manner.

 Selected, scanned, boxed, and shipped merchandise to the customer.
 Assisted with backroom organization by removing and replacing product, 

fixtures, and other equipment in a safe and organized manner.
 Maintained a clean and safe work area and exhibits safe work practices at all 

times.
 Followed approved procedures for receiving, code dating, preparing, storing, 

price marking, arranging, and restocking products to ensure quality, accuracy 
and product rotation and protection.
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 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your 
current role.

EDUCATION

Fine Arts Transfer - 1996(Cerritos College - Cerritos, CA)

SKILLS

Internet Research, Cashier, Stocking, Maintenance, Customer Service, Problem 
Resolution, Creative Writing, Creative Direction, Mathematics, Inventory
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